
Moscore QM - Bug #275

moscore.com/media/Moscore_QM_1.3.32_rc1.msi

03/12/2016 05:58 AM - Walter Pate

Status: Closed Start date: 03/12/2016

Priority: Low Due date:  

Assignee: Jamie Pate % Done: 0%

Category: Release Candidates Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Target version: 1.3.32 Spent time: 5.50 hours

Description

initial try to install RC locked on database update page

Each attempt to open moscore went to database update page and stopped

I changed from update database to do not update database and it started but reported that some scripts were missing and may not

work

History

#1 - 03/12/2016 06:00 AM - Walter Pate

added Jamie and Steve as watchers

#2 - 03/12/2016 06:16 AM - Walter Pate

Color coding for Passings does not work

#3 - 03/13/2016 11:39 PM - Anonymous

Walter Pate wrote:

Color coding for Passings does not work

 

In what way does it not work?

Sorry Steve, with initial testing it appeared that color coding was not included with update. Further testing showed that it works as designed. The color

coding doesn't show till you scroll down to past the warm up laps.

#4 - 03/14/2016 05:33 AM - Walter Pate

Steve Currie wrote:

In what way does it not work?

 

Walter Pate wrote:

 

Sorry Steve, with initial testing it appeared that color coding was not included with update. Further testing showed that it works as designed. The

color coding doesn't show till you scroll down to past the warm up laps.
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Regarding the release candidate not working, when you choose to update database as prompted there is an extended delay before the splash screen

starts leaving the user to think the program is not working

#5 - 03/15/2016 04:49 AM - Walter Pate

- Status changed from New to Closed

- Priority changed from High to Low

Ts version of release candidate has changed to RC3
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